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Location of Update Title
Description of Update

User Actions

3/3/2023

IEP/SP Process

Accommodations Human Reader

The accommodation 'Student has text read aloud (except items testing

reading comprehension) by a human reader using a reader’s script for a

paper assessment' has been shortened to 'Student has text read aloud

(except items testing reading comprehension) by a human reader'.

Similarly, 'Student has text read aloud by a human reader using a reader’s

script for all items including items testing reading comprehension for a

paper assessment' has been shortened to Student has text read aloud

(including items testing reading comprehension) by a human reader.

Also, the following rule of completion has been removed:

You have selected ‘Student has text read aloud by… a human reader..."

One of the following must be selected:

- Student is provided a Braille paper test format.

- Student is provided a paper test format.

-Student is provided access to large print paper version of test.

- Student is provided a stacked Spanish paper test.

- Student is provided an accommodated fixed form.

None

Accommodations Speech-to-Text

Two new text-to-speech rules of completion have been added: 1) Embedded
and non-embedded text-to-speech cannot both be selected simultaneously,
and 2) Permissive mode to access assistive technology device(s)
accommodation need to be selected when a student has non-embedded
text- to-speech selected.

None

Accommodations Word Prediction

The accommodation 'Student provided word prediction via a non-embedded
software program' has been shortened to 'Student provided word prediction'.
Also, the accommodation 'Student provided embedded word prediction' has
been added.

None

Create IEP
Add NOPS

Signature Line

In IIEP, the school may in real time present the response option buttons (which
include "Accept") to a parent/guardian and then ask them to sign the line. The
signature then gets added to the IEP on the Consent to Implement line. Now,
two lines have been included, one for Procedural Safeguards and one for
Consent to Implement the IEP.

Create IEP > Reevaluation Referral
Add Document

Table

The Create IEP > Reevaluation Referral page now includes a document

table where the user can view/open the Reevaluation Notice after one

has been created from that page.
None

Webinar Recording

A video recording is available if you would like to see one of the items noted
above; not all may be presented. Please click on the link to the right to play the
webinar.


